for Local Authorities

Prevent and reduce

Share validated data across

Easily comply with

instances of fraud

organisations and departments

data protection legislation

Collaboration is key to effectively running public sector services,
but it can be complex and time-consuming.

Speed up digital processes

Why SICCAR?

Service managers communicate with different departments, organ-

SICCAR is a data sharing platform built with distributed

isations, and citizens themselves. Virtual meetings (plenty of them),

ledger technology. We solve challenges around data

email and digital tools all contain different pieces of information. In

sharing, governance, privacy, and security.

some instances, information is written down in a notepad, or stays
unread in someone’s email inbox, moving down the list as endless

Simply put, SICCAR employs the best bit of DLT and

new emails appear.

applies that to real-world challenges in local and
regional government.

And all of this assumes that the provided information is correct and
can be trusted. Realistically, on purpose or by accident, people will

SICCAR offers:

provide information that is incomplete, out-of-date, and in some
cases even tampered with.
This leaves local authorities at risk of fraud, and fraud doesn’t

Data sharing across organisations and
departments with a single source of truth

come cheap. Costs to resolve issues are expensive (think lengthy

Fully traceable data, processes and auditing

legal processes) and laborious.

Joint control over shared information – enabling
trust and validity

However, there is an existing solution that vastly reduces the risk of
fraud that local authorities are facing: its name is Digital Ledger
Technology (also known as DLT).

Encryption by default
Complete accountability and transparency

SICCAR is an easily integrable data sharing platform that uses DLT
to benefit local authorities. With SICCAR, local authorities can

Moreover, SICCAR integrates seamlessly with existing

prevent and reduce instances of fraud, in turn improving the

digital systems and processes, so roll-out is simple and

efficiency and speed of their digital services.

cost-effective.

How to get started with DLT and SICCAR
SICCAR has a Quick Start programme aimed specifically at local and regional government authorities. This programme, led by a
knowledgeable customer success manager, is aimed at getting your organisation set up quickly and easily. You will work with us to
deliver Proof of Value at pace and deploy SICCAR to the live environment without interruptions or downtime.

Contact us:

Peter Ferry : peter@siccar.net

Jonathan Jones : jonathan@siccar.net

